
“2 TEACH-2TOUCH” PROJECT
on the way of sustainability
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“2 TEACH- 2 TOUCH” PROJECT IS
COMING TO AN END... 

As we approach the culmination of our innovative project,

"To Teach Being a Citizen in a Waste Economy is To Touch

Life," we are excited to reflect on the impactful journey we've

shared. Our mission has been to engage citizens in the waste

economy of their city and society, fostering awareness and

encouraging choices that resonate on a global environmental

scale.

We are delighted to share that we have achieved all project

results. Each result has contributed to creating awareness and

instilling a sense of responsibility within our community.

6 partners and 6
countries were
involved in the
project:

-EBB Europass Berlin
(Germany), 
-SBTC (Turkey), 
-ELC, European
Language center
(Spain)
-Archivio della
Memoria (Italy)
-TUS University
(Ireland)
-Danmar Computer
(Poland)



V i s i t  o u r  F a c e b o o k !

While the formal phase of the

project concludes, our dedication to

sustainable living and responsible

citizenship endures. We urge each

member of the 2Teach2Touch

community to carry forward the

principles learned during the

project, becoming ambassadors for

positive change in their local and

global communities.

Thank you for being an integral part

of the "2Teach-2Touch" journey.

Together, we've touched lives and

laid the foundation for a more

sustainable and environmentally

conscious future.

Remember, all results are available

on: 

https://2teach-2touch.erasmus.site/

in 6 languages: English, Deutsch,

Italian, Polish, Espanol and Turkish.
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The project

lasted for 2 years

and involved 6

partners from 6

different

countries.

Throughout the duration of the

"2Teach-2Touch" project, our

partnership has yielded significant

milestones. From waste reduction

strategies to promoting eco-friendly

lifestyles, our collaborative efforts

have translated into tangible results.

A key aspect of our success lies in

the collaborative efforts and the rich

experiences shared during our four

meetings held in Berlin, Mugla,

Rome, and Rzeszow. These

meetings served as pivotal moments

where diverse perspectives

converged, and meaningful

discussions took place.

Our heartfelt gratitude goes out to

each participant, partner, and

supporter who has contributed to

making this initiative a success. Your

commitment to a sustainable future

has been truly inspiring.

https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100087562476960&paipv=0&eav=AfaH5LnXlIa6CTbtRGIfohVfFIP-AMkS4PuZmZU02j57FFXWdUHADAZuNexAdOXAg7g&_rdr
https://2teach-2touch.erasmus.site/

